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Data Types

 Data types are kinds of information that a Python program can use

 Numbers

 Whole numbers: …, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, … (integers)

 Decimal numbers: 1.45, 176.32, … (floating point numbers)

 print() function accepts numbers: print(10)

 Strings 

 Strings are groups of letters and symbols (including numbers), all generally 
called characters

 Strings in Python must be put between quotes (quotation marks): “str“

 Strings can also be single characters: “a” or “X” or “!”

 These letters and symbols can be separated with spaces: “thank you”

 Sometimes strings have a meaning: “computer” or “This is a sentence!”

 Sometimes strings don’t have a meaning: “var23xyz”

 print() function accepts strings: print(“Cool”)



Data Types

 There is one more, special, type used in programming languages

 It is called the Boolean type

 It has only two values: True or False

 Note: the first letter must be uppercase!

 You can use Boolean types with print()

 print(True) or print(False)



Data Types: Review and Practice

 Data types are the kinds of information 

 In real world, people can understand many different types: 
numbers, words, sentences, sounds, smells, tastes, etc.

 What are some types of information you use in your 
everyday life?

 Python is not as advanced as people, so it can understand 
only a limited range of types

 What are some of these types that Python cannot 
understand?

 The most important Python types (for now) are numbers, 
strings, and Booleans

 What kinds of numbers did you learn in school so far?

 Give some examples of integers (whole numbers) and 
floating-point numbers (decimal numbers).

 Can you use print() with numbers?



Data Types: Review and Practice

 What are strings?

 How do you always recognize strings (how are they always denoted)?

 For each example, say whether it is a valid string or not:

 “Max” – YES 

 “Max is a student” – YES 

 I like Python! – NO 

 1234 – NO 

 “1234” – YES 

 “8k+12,hba” – YES 

 13”av” – NO 

 “schooL” – YES 

 Can you use print() with strings?

 Homework: Give some examples of correct and incorrect strings.
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How many values can 
Boolean type have? What are 
those?

Give some examples of 
incorrect Boolean types.

Can you use print() with this 
type?


